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Abstract7

The role of protuberant data analysis in selection of certain genes having distinctive level of8

activities between conditions of interest i.e diseased gene and normal genes is very significant.9

Nowa- days it is become a standard in gene analysis that microarray of DNA is a crucial data10

preparation step in systemization and other biological analysis. We consider the problem of11

constructing an accurate prediction rule for separating the different labels of genes in12

microarray gene expression data. Use of SVM in such data analysis is not new but it is not up13

to the mark we desire. So in this manuscript, we have tried to modify Support Vector14

Machine (SVM) for better accuracy in cancer genes systemization. Here we have modified15

SVM to account for gene redundancy and keep a check on it. In the other approach, instead of16

keeping bias a constant in SVM, we have tried to modify SVM by bias variation which we call17

as Orthogonal Vertical Permutator (OVP).18

19

Index terms— support vector machine, microarray, redundancy, orthogonal vertical permutator.20

1 Introduction21

he theory of support vector machines (SVMs), which is based on the idea of structural risk minimization (SRM),22
is a new classification technique and has drawn much attention on this topic in recent years ??Burges, 1998;23
??ortes and Vapnik 1995; ??apnik, 1995 ??apnik, , 1998)). The good generalization ability of SVMs is achieved24
by finding a large margin between two classes (Bartlett and Shawe-Taylor, 1998; Shawe-Taylor and ??artlett,25
1998). In many applications, the theory of SVMs has been shown to provide higher performance than traditional26
learning machines (Burges, 1998) and has been introduced as powerful tools for solving classification problems.27
Since the optimal hyper-plane obtained by the SVM depends on only a small part of the data points, it may28
become sensitive to noises or outliers in the training set ??Boser et al., 1992; ??hang, 1999).29

To solve this problem, one approach is to do some preprocessing on training data to remove noises or outliers,30
and then use the remaining set learn the decision function ??Cao et al., 2003).This method is hard to implement31
if we do not have enough knowledge about noises or outliers. In many real world applications, we are given a set32
of training data without knowledge Author : Department of Computer Science and Engineering, Indian School33
of Mines, Dhanbad, Jharkhand-826004, India. E-mail : vrush2elu@ismu.ac.in Author : Institute of Mathematics34
& Applications Bhubaneswar, India. E-mail : sarimif@gmail.com about noises or outliers. There are some risks35
to remove the meaningful data points as noises or outliers.36

Support Vector Machines have gained much attention in recent years due to their better predictability and37
ability to theoretically project any data to infinite dimension. It works on the simple basis of separating classes38
using a hyper plane.39

In present scenario, any classification method has to deal with thousands of genes provided by micro array40
data. This is real test for and classification method.41

Neural networks have shown high potential in dealing with huge amount of data but it cannot overcome42
redundancy problem. Many highly correlated genes play similar role in classification while many of them could be43
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4 RESULT AND ANALYSIS

omitted. Support Vector Machines also could not account for this problem in current form. In SVM, the weights44
of any two highly correlated features will be quite near and thus both can play significant role in classification.45
It is a major hindrance in feature selection.46

In this paper, we present two different approaches for improvement of classification accuracy for linear SVMs.47
In the first method, redundancy control has been targeted for improve the classification rate. For checking a48
control on redundancy an matrix ’A’ has been introduced in the optimization problem. This matrix keeps a49
check on weight of a feature according to its correlation with other features. It will be discussed in details in50
later section of paper.51

The second method is also an approach to improve the classification performance of linear SVM. It is based52
on adjustment of bias value in SVM. The results have encouraged us for further probe.53

In the paper, Section 2 describes the architecture of normal Support vector machine. Section 3 compares the54
architecture of normal SVM and modified SVM for controlling the redundancy. Section 4 describes the other55
method for improving the classification accuracy called Orthogonal Vertical Permutator. Section 5 and 6 discusses56
experimentation and the results obtained respectively. data perfectly into two classes. Since the example data57
is often not linearly separable, SVM introduce a ”kernel induced feature space” which casts data into a higher58
dimensional space where data is separable. SVM plays a major role in eliminating computational complexity and59
over fitting (Crammer, Koby, 2001, Drucker, Harris, 1996, Ferris, Michael C, 2002 and T. S. Furey et al. 2000).60

We are given l training samples {xi, yi}, i = 1,?., l , where each sample has d inputs , and a class label with61
one of two values (yi?{-1,1}).Now, all hyper-planes in are parameterized by a vector (w),and a constant (b),62
expressed in the equation ?? .?? + ?? = 0 where w is orthogonal to the hyper-plane.63

Given such a hyper-plane (w, b) that separates the data, this gives the functionð�??”ð�??”(??) =64
????ð�??”ð�??”??(??.?? + ??)65

which correctly systemizes the training. However, a given hyper-plane represented by (w, b) is equally expressed66
by all pairs {????,?? ??} for ?????+. So we define the canonical hyper-plane to be that which separates the data67
from the hyper-plane by a distance of at least 1.68

That is, we consider those that satisfy: Hence, the hyper-plane that optimally separates the data is the one69
that minimizes This is solved by using Lagrange’s multipliers.70

Where ?? are the Lagrange multipliers.The Lagrangian has to be minimised with respect to ??, ?? and71
minimised with respect to ???0. Classical Lagrangian duality enables the primal problem,72

The minimum with respect to ?? and ?? of the Lagrangian, ?? , is given by, Hence, the dual problem is73
And hence the solution to the problem is given by With constraints, This equation is can be represented as a74
quadratic form.75

2 iii. Orthogonal Vertical Permutator76

Orthogonal Vertical Permutator is a reformation of SVM. In OVP, we vary the bias value of SVM which results77
in vertical permutations of the hyper-plane resulting from SVM. This section of paper focuses on the bias value78
’b’ in SVM framework. Its theoretical inspiration is being discussed in following section. Bias is the constant79
term which is added in decision making equation. Since, SVM generates the hyper-plane with the best possible80
slope, here we have adjusted the bias value to shift this plane using minimization of classification error of both81
classes. Therefore it can be seen that classification error is less in the later case as compared to the normal SVM.82
For realizing this plane, an approach similar to gradient descent is used. Bias value is changed by a fraction of83
its current value depending on the minimization of error.84

The error in this case is defined in a different way than in usual case.85
Normally error is defined as, But in this case, we have defined Error as Both error rates are quite different.86

In first case the, each error has absolute importance and is equally important. But in the other case, the error87
rate for each class is different and its importance is related to the number of samples in its class. In second case,88
one class may be classified to very high accuracy at the expense of the other. It leads to higher probability of89
accuracy rate for one class.90

SVM is used to categorize datasets into binary data. All the hyper-planes separating the data into two groups91
are orthogonal to vector w. The variation of bias gives rise to various permutations of the hyper-planes along the92
vertical. Our model gives rise to vertical permutations of the orthogonal hyper-planes and hence the Orthogonal93
Vertical Permutator is named.94

3 III.95

4 Result and Analysis96

This section gives the comparison of percentage accuracy of SVM with modified SVM in Table-I against the97
sigma values of A matrix. It can be inferred that the modification offers a better accuracy over SVM. The second98
table depicts a comparison of percentage of accuracy of SVM and OVP-SVM. The percentage accuracy with99
shifted bias value is better than normal bias value. Figure ?? and figure ?? gives the graphical representation of100
application of SVM and OVP-SVM on concentric circle dataset and spiral dataset respectively. The comparison101
analysis of both classification methods is done on the benchmark datasets. Each dataset is validated using double102
cross fold approach. Linear SVM is used for classification. Therefore only one parameter needs to be tuned i.e.103
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the ’C’ which accounts for soft margin classification. If training data was not provided separately then data was104
analyzed using 5 fold double cross validation. The data was divided into four parts of training data and one105
part of testing data. This training data was again five folded with four folds for actual training and one fold for106
parameter adjustment. All the datasets are available at UCI Machine Learning repository [6]. Table 1 shows the107
effect of change in matrix ’A’ on sonar dataset. In rest of cases results are obtained by creating matrix ’A’ is108
made by summing the correlation coefficient of a feature with rest of the features.109

The experimentation of SVM with changed value of bias is performed on two datasets. The result of concentric110
circle dataset and of Spiral Dataset is shown in table 2. 1 2

Figure 1:
111
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The results obtained in both methods outperform the normal SVM and have different advantages. Modified112
SVM is immune to redundancy and OVP helps in improvising the classification accuracy of SVM and can be113
beneficial in multi class datasets. The processing was done on Matlab R2009.114
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